
 

 

 

 

Emerald Coast Cyclists Web Site: http://www.eccyclists.com 

Membership: To join the ECC and receive newsletters, call John or Kathy Stamp at 850-897-6862 

Vice President’s Line….Building Bikes by  Jim Adams 
 

 
 I’ve repaired and given away over sixty bicycles so far, with no end in sight.  Over the years I’ve built some 

of my own bicycles too.  Learned a few lessons, most of them the hard way.  I thought I’d share some of those lessons 
learned. 

First let’s touch on department store bikes.  Something you’d buy from K-mart, Wal-Mart, or Target?  Folks buy 
them because they are cheap.  But my biggest priority is safety.  I don’t want to see anyone killed because of a malfunction.  
So before you buy one, air up the tires and head on down the road, inspect it carefully.  Imagine a high school kid with no 
experience assembled it because more than likely that’s who did!  Most of the donation bicycles I receive have loose 
pedals, loose saddles, loose bottom brackets, and loose headstock bearings.  Most have been ridden on low tires, and have 
pinch flats and stems torn.  All the chains are gone because they were never lubed.  The factories use the very minimum 
grease on all the bearings; many are dry when I pull them apart.  Very few have hand brakes that work. 

Ok…so can they be safe?  Yes, with a little TLC.  Make sure all the bearings turn free, sound clean, and don’t 
wobble.  Check for loose saddles, grab a pedal wrench and tighten the pedals, lube the chain regularly, make sure the grips 
are tight and the ends aren’t gone. (We don’t want any meaty core samples.)  Never leave a department store bike in the 
rain -- the bearings aren’t sealed and the cheap chains will be gone overnight.  Tires need to be kept at pressure and the 
brakes kept adjusted! 

Maybe you’ll buy a bike bought off-line.  If you buy a bike off-line you still have to do all the checks.  You have no 
idea of fit or comfort and you won’t get the customer service for something that might cost what a used car does!  If you 
buy a bike from a local shop, they have a good reputation.  They want you happy.  They will tune it up for you after you’ve 
stretched all the cables in the first 200 miles.  They will fit you.  They will carry parts, like spokes for your fancy wheels.  
Some will give you deals on accessories like bags, bottles, lights, and helmets. 

Building your next road bike can be rewarding!  When you take that first ride down the road on something that 
you assembled yourself it is gratifying.  But to start, you’ll need some bike tools.  At least buy a starter kit.  I’d get a nice 
bike stand too.  Makes the job of tuning much easier!  To put in the newer BB-30 bottom brackets you’ll need a bearing 
press.    I had to borrow one from a friend.  When I went to put a threaded BB in my Colnago, I found I had to have the 
threads chased before assembly.  Off to the shop, because I didn’t have one.  Some of the headstocks now require a 
bearing press too.  Grease every threaded part you assemble.  You will thank me when it has to come apart!  Put a real nice 
coat of car wax on the frame before you assemble it, much easier when it’s bare and your greasy paw prints will wipe off 
easier.  Using latex gloves may help if you don’t like getting greasy. 

When you buy a component group for your new build it will be missing a few things; a head set, bottom bracket, 
drop bars, tape, seat post, stem, chain, a seat binder clamp or bolt, the plastic cable guide on the bottom of your bottom 
bracket, and the shifter guide/adjustment screws on your down tube.  You also may need a rear derailleur hanger.  If you 
buy a custom frame, you may want a spare hanger.  If you break one, you’ll be waiting forever for the spare to come from 
Wisconsin, Belgium, or Japan or wherever. 

Building a bike isn’t always cheaper.  Remember Trek, Giant, Cannondale and the like can buy components by the 
truck load.  Sometimes they can offer you a bike assembled for what the full price component group would cost you alone. 

See ya on the road! 
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ECC GENERAL MEETINGS 
The next ECC meetings will be on Wednesday, 

October 7th and November 4th.  The location is 

Helen Back Again, located in Oak Creek Shopping 

Center, on Hwy 20 in Niceville.  No meeting in 

December - we will have the Christmas Party on 

Decemeber 4th -- see notice in this newsletter.  

Join us for a good meal, fellowship, and some cycling 

talk.  Find out what the ECC has in store.  Start time 

is 6:30 PM.   

FLORIDA BICYCLING 
ASSOCIATION WEB SITE 

Visit the FBA web site for the latest in Florida cycling 
news.  The web site is at: 

http://www.floridabicycle.org/ 
If you want to see any additional features let them know. 

2015 Club Officers 

 President:  
 Vice President:  Jim Adams 

 Secretary:  Mary Foresman 

 Treasurer:  Peggy Helms 
 

2015 ECC Board 

 Social:   
 Bike Safety:  Steve Fikar 

 LAB Rep: John Stamp 

 FBA Rep: John Stamp 

 USA Cycling Rep:  Robb Rennie 

                     Off Road Rep:  Jennifer Talley 

 Ride Coordinator: Nathan Bryan  

 PACELINE Publisher:  John Stamp 

 ECC Website:  Carmen Moore 

 Membership:  John & Kathy Stamp 
 

You may notice that we have openings on the ECC 

Board.  Please let any of the Board Members know 

if you are interested in any of these.  
 

Like to cycle?  Want to promote cycling?  

Join us on our rides.  Join the Emerald Coast Cyclists.  Just fill out 

an application and send it in with the $15.00 annual dues. 
 

SHARE THE ROAD!! ! 

Share The Road license plates are available  

where you get your Florida plates. 
 

MERCHANT BENEFITS TO ECC 
MEMBERS!! 

Several local merchants offer discounts and special offers to 

current ECC members.  Merchants listed below offer a 10% 

discount on all retail merchandise (excluding bikes & sale 
items). 
 

◊ Dragon Sports     ◊ Alpine Bicycles  

◊ Bob’s Bicycles ◊ Truly Spokin’ 
◊ Big Daddy’s  
 

Dragon Sports and Bob’s Bicycles offer a 5% bike 

discount. 

And Bob’s Bicycles offers mail order price matching on 

most items.  Show your ECC membership card to get your 

discounts and remember - your membership must be current. 
 

$ 

$ 

 

Get Your 2016 Range Pass?  - What color is it? 
Do you ride on the Timberlake Pond Area, 

Ranger Camp Road, Range Road near Bluewater Bay, 
or any part of the Eglin Reservation?  You need a 
Range Pass if you ride anywhere on the Eglin 
Reservation.  It is issued starting around 1 October 
2015 will be good for 1 year from the date of 
purchase, no matter when you get it.  You can get it 
at the Jackson Guard, 107 Highway 85 North in 
Niceville.  Ask for the Fishing & Recreational Range 
Pass.  The new cost is $20.00 for 1 year.  If you qualify 
as a senior (65 and up), you can purchase the pass for 
$10.00.  By the way, the new Pass is paper based and 
will be White.  

Office hours are Mon-Thur 7:00 AM - 4:30 
PM; Friday 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM; Saturday 7:30 AM - 
12:30 PM.  Call 882-4166 if you have any questions.   

You can get the permit online via iSportsman, 
a DoD web-based electronic permit system.   Pay by 
credit card or debit card.  You can also pay by cash 
(no checks) at the Jackson Guard location.   
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ATTENTION ALL ECC PARTY GOERS!!!!!! 

 It’s almost Christmas Party Time.  Café Bienville in Niceville is the place.  Friday 

Dec 4
th

 will be upon us sooner than we think so make your reservation with John or Kathy 

Stamp.  There will be a buffet but the price and choices are not known yet.  Coffee, tea and 

water come with the buffet.  Soda, Beer and wine is available for purchase.  We will get more 

information out to you when we know for sure. 

 Bring a cycling oriented gift ($10 - $15 range) for the Dirty Santa exchange.  

Remember, you have to bring a gift to play.  Dirty Santa rules will be explained when we figure 

them out or prior to the gift exchange – whichever comes first.    

 We will meet at 6:30 for drinks and to socialize, then dinner at 7:00.  Call John or 

Kathy at 897-6862.  We have to give them a firm count prior to the party.     

 Café Bienville, 314 Bayshore Drive, Niceville, FL.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIME TO RENEW YOUR ECC MEMBERSHIP FOR 2016 
 ECC annual membership runs from January through December.  Get a head start on 2016 by renewing 

now!  You can also find the latest ECC membership roster on the ECC website. 

If you download the Paceline from the website there is a list of current members on the website.  There 

is an application available on the website at “www.eccyclists.com”.  How do you fix this situation?  It’s easy - 

just fill out the membership application and mail it to the ECC P.O. Box listed on the application.  You can then 

share in all the benefits of membership - prizes; increased speed and stamina in your cycling endeavors; a 

chance to personally attend the next Tour de France; an invitation to join an internationally famous cycling 

team, etc.  Well, at least you will receive discounts at bike shops. 

 
 

It’s coming up on election time again.  Not that one!  It’s the Emerald Coast Cyclists annual 
election of officers.  The election will take place at the November General Meeting (Nov 4th).  It 
will decide who will be the ECC officers for 2016.  The ECC has to choose its officers in 
November since those names have to go to national cycling organizations later in November. 
If you are interested in serving the ECC as one of its officers, please contact John Stamp at 
897-6862 or Steve Fikar at 651-1798.  Remember, the ECC depends on you, its membership, 
for its future direction. 
 

ANNUAL NEW YEAR’S DAY RIDE - 2015 
 

 It's that time again.  The time for our annual ECC New Year's Day ride(s).  Once again there  

will be a selection of rides of varying distances/starting and finishing at the house of Nate and Teri 

Bryan in Niceville.  The purpose of the whole thing is to have all of the riders finish at about the same 

time so that they can enjoy a bit of hospitality at the end of their ride.  As in the past, participants are 

asked to bring a covered dish, salad, dessert, whatever.  (We never seem to run out of food.)  If you're 

bringing a hot dish it can be heated up at the house while you're riding.  The club will provide soft drinks.  

 The first ride will go off at 8:00 AM and do 60 miles.  The second ride will start at 9:00 AM and  

do 36 miles.  The last ride will be a 35 minute spin through Rocky Bayou that will start at 11:00 AM.   

 The address for the start is 336 Grove Park Drive, Niceville.  Phone number is 803-3629. 
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Race Season 2015 
By Jennifer Talley 

Jennifer rode mountain bike races this spring.  One was covered in  

last quarter's Paceline.  The other three are described below.   
Southern Cross 2015 - Dahlonega, GA - Rescheduled to 15 Mar 15 - 50 miles  

 No one likes to line up for a race in the rain.  Everything was soaked, the ground and soon our shoes as 

we walked around checking in, getting bike and gear prepared.  I put my kit on at the last possible moment and 

then waited under the tent during the pre race briefing.  What is this urge to keep dry when I know that within 5 

seconds of race start I will be soaked to the bone and I won’t care.  It is all about context.  It's one thing to be 

standing around in clinging wet clammy spandex waiting.  It's another thing entirely to be splashing through 

puddles and mud and squinting at raindrops and splatters from your tires while bombing down a hill soaked to 

the bone; not feeling the wet, but instead feeling like a child again.   

 And that is exactly what this race needed, a child like attitude and a love of playing in the mud because 

the mud never ended.  Some roads had more and some had less but there was always the mud, feet deep in 

places, no exaggeration needed!  I had brought a mountain bike this year having learned my lesson in 2014 that 

the climb up winding stair gap is not friendly to the gearing on my cross bike and the sketchy descents not easy 

on skinny cross tires.  I did not regret this decision at all once the pavement ended after the “neutral” start.  My 

tires cut through the mud without too much sliding and the gearing meant no walking up the +20% grades and it 

meant fast descents.   

 I am continually working on my descending skills but today, oh today, I had the right tool for the 

conditions.  I was able to bomb downhill spraying mud into my eyes after my glasses had been rendered useless.  

The support staff was incredible, water to spray down drive trains and a man who literally hand fed me a banana 

because my gloves were so dirty.  A volunteer told me I was second woman, which felt unbelievable!   An 

older man on a cross bike was irritated at my attempts at drafting but I soon lost him descending.  I had two 

minor incidents, first a flat on the second descent, which I was able to put air into.  (Public service announcement 

to Floridians: using a CO2 cartridge when its freezing or near freezing with wet hands means that the cartridge 

will freeze to your skin.)  I was grateful later that I had chosen to take the time to pull my gloves back on despite 

their muddy clamminess.  I went into a deep section of mud too fast with too much weight on the front wheel, 

my steering got away from me and I ended up sliding through the mud on top of granite.  Broke my shoe, tore 

holes in my clothes, but was able to hop back on and head towards the finish with skin still on my palms because 

of my gloves.  I took the traditional beer hand-up and tried to hike up “the wall” struggling to keep my shoe on.  

Up the other side and tire had gone flat again and I was out of air.  No matter, go slow on the pavement to save 

the wheel, hike through the grass, walk over the stream, and to the finish line!   It turned out to be a podium 

finish in the open women’s category.  The woman in front of me was in an age category, surprise, first place!  

Rescheduling the race due to storm damage and the current conditions had worked in my favor evidently, no 

pros!  Not a bad result for a flat-lander.  I love racing in the mud but I think I’m still finding mud on the bike and 

in my ears and eyes. 

Shake and Bake 2015 - Talladega, AL - 18 Apr 15 - 100 Km 

 It is a truth universally acknowledged that rain will always fall on the race course.  The course was 

underestimated and I was underprepared.  A friend says he’s putting on a race and he’d love to see me race it.  

Described as a cross or mountain bike appropriate course with rolling double track and gravel road mixed but 

with no sustained climbs.  Great!  I will do no further research and I’ll treat it as Kanza practice.  Can I carry 

enough food and water for 4-5 hours on the bike without stopping?  Should bring me close to the end, since in 

Florida I can finish an off road metric century in less than 4 hours.   

 The race was almost cancelled, but instead rerouted off some trails, and the parking spot I grabbed was 

inches deep in water.  I arrived late and just managed to get checked in and my bike ready to line up.  The field 

was small and I lost the front group, most on mountain bikes, at the first punchy climb.  Horsing the bike up the 

steep section was the first moment I thought I was in trouble.  Sliding on the muddy trail section on tires and 

then my feet that came next gave me the second moment.  The course was laid out in two loops.  Complete the 
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first loop for 25K, the second for another 25K, complete both loops two times for 100K.  After each loop you 

come through the same timing gate.   

 My extra water bottle carrier I lost on the first loop.  That first loop also claimed my back muscles which 

seized up after being so cruelly used trying to hammer the pedals.  At least the second loop allowed my back a 

break since they now were entirely on gravel roads.  The following loops were a test in perseverance.  How long 

was I willing to torture myself?  My second time through the first loop (if that makes sense) I was really ready 

for the trail section to be done.  Walking and sliding through the mud is fun when you are fresh and with a fully 

functional low back.  The timing guy asked if I was done.  I said one more and headed back out for the final 

gravel loop.  I realized at this point from the parking lot, the absence of course marshals, and the absence of aid 

station workers that I must be the absolute last person out.   

 I blessed the person who left a peeled orange and a banana at that last aid station.  Fruit and full water 

bottles gave me just enough to haul my complaining carcass to the end.  Because of the weather reroute and a 

minor navigational error on my part I ended up with 71 miles at 6 hours and 45 minutes.  Perseverance pays off. 

I was not, in fact, the last person on the course.  Second to last.  And it turned out, second place in the women’s 

category as well.  Only because there were only 2 women to finish the “100K” which was not, in fact that short.  

The race was epically difficult and I’ll be back next year, just better prepared for what a challenge this was!  I 

recommend tapering to have fresh legs and bringing a mountain bike. 

Dirty Kanza 2015 - Emporia, KS - 30 May 2015 - 200 Miles 

 A decision gone bad.  Sounded fun when we signed up, but the execution was so much worse than any 

event we had taken on before. 

 The lineup for this race was low key and I didn’t have the usual pre race nervousness.  TJ was 

questioning our bike setups because many people were carrying less “stuff” than we were.  Our bikes had the 

two standard bottle cages, a rear double bottle cage holder (think triathlon style), seat bag with tube and tool and 

air, frame pack with another tube and lube and patches, garmin, and front and rear lights.  And on my bike a map 

holder which would come into play in a major way throughout the race.  We also had garmin watches on as 

backup for when our main unit batteries died.  Dirty Kanza is meant to be a 200 mile race that is self guided with 

minimal markers and minimal support.   

 For 2015 we were allowed two drop bags of carry-on size and two neutral water stops.  I had a plan -- 

logistics are actually fun for me, I enjoy creating spreadsheets and planning.  We were going to try for 15 mph 

average with as big a group as we could keep together for as long as possible, try not to drop below 12 mph 

average with no major accelerations.  Scott (Molnar) was going to stay with us for as long as possible but with a 

mountain bike didn’t expect to keep with our cyclocross bikes for the entire race.  Our calories were calculated 

for each hour and food staged in our bags and on our bikes and bodies as well as hydration and I felt ready to 

tackle this challenge.  

 The countdown ended and we rolled out in the pre-dawn light only to be stopped a few yards later.  The 

train had come through town and stopped the entire race defying the race organizers assurances at the racers 

meetings that they were working with the train companies to coordinate the start and might delay so that we 

weren’t stopped.  A few minutes later the crossing guards came up and we had our second start of the race.  The 

beginning 11 miles went exactly to plan.  We stayed in a large group going at a sedate 15-16 mph average pace 

that I felt I could sustain all day without burning too many matches or making too many hard accelerations.  

 Then everything went to hell and the form of Satan was a muddy section of road 4 miles long.  The mud 

was deep and sticky and we found very quickly that it gummed up tires and drive trains so solidly that all 

moving parts ceased movement.  This mud was part concrete and part taffy and black as our moods.  Fat tires, 

single speeds, mountain bikes, it didn’t matter, all were equally caught in the sticky mess which continued for 

four miles.  Four miles of trading the bike from shoulder to shoulder, trying to knock off the pounds of mud 

building up on my shoes, switching from the road to the grass on the side avoiding getting my tire caught in 

barbed wire.  One man yelled “NO GEARS NO FEAR” as he entered the mud pit and promptly got stuck.  Later 

he remarked that that was not the wisest course.  Almost two hours later (did I mention we slogged through mud 

for four miles?) we emerged onto rideable roads but with a feeling that the race was over and that this was just a 

ride now.  We reached the first water stop at 33 miles with a 6.8 mph average.   
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 The first aid station was over 40 miles away and we needed to have a 10 mph average to make that cutoff 

and therefore made the decision to hammer it as much as possible since our original plan was shot to hell 

anyway.  This was a difficult decision but necessary, in that we would burn energy that we needed later in such a 

long race but if we didn’t make the cutoff then there would be no point to saving that energy because there 

would be no later.  It was also not the wisest choice for my knees which had become inflamed from the slip and 

slide forced march of mud and I was looking at a long day of pain that only got worse the harder I pushed.  The 

scenery was beautiful which, I know, seems a strange thing to say about Kansas, but true.  Wildflowers of every 

color and description lined the roads and the prairie was not flat but undulating under gray skies and we went 

hours without seeing cars or buildings.  We made the time check with an hour to spare and refueled and relubed 

chains in good spirits.   

 I knew that I would want to quit this race at some point.  Every endurance event has that moment where 

you stop having fun and start wondering why you are out there.  I have never had this moment come short of 

halfway through an event.  Pushing and sliding through mud had inflamed my knees and every pedal stroke 

brought pain.  I was not the only one feeling like drinking a beer and getting a shower.  We started passing riders 

going the wrong direction on the course looking stone faced and we soon found out firsthand what had made 

them turn around.  Another long mud pit stretched across the prairie, starting as a track and then widening into 

pits and back to tracks with ruts several feet deep.  It was a slog that had everyone cursing.  At the end of it, 

blessedly short of four miles but I couldn’t tell you by how much, was bike triage.  Broken derailleurs, derailleur 

hangers, and chains being the top complaints and we had to walk the line of cyclists begging others for parts so 

they could continue.  I had a quick link, but only one and so I selfishly kept it to myself.  I did offer some of my 

chain lube to a man with a very squeaky bike, to which he replied “bottom bracket” and I quipped back 

“bummer”.   

 I had to stop three times and take my back wheel off to clear my drive train and frame of mud so my 

wheels would turn again and I could shift.  The wind played a factor all day, but as Floridians we were more 

accustomed to it than others appeared to be and TJ (Klausutis) put too much into trying to spare my knees and 

was bonking by the second water oasis.  Therefore we spent more time than we should at that stop while he 

refueled.  We literally rode through a couple cow herds, spooking some and hoping not to cause a stampede 

across the course.  We lost two bottle cages that broke from vibrations and had two detours directed by race 

organizers that saved us from more mud.  We pulled into Cottonwood, our second checkpoint, an hour and 

twenty minutes before the cutoff just as the sun was setting.  We had picked up another friend, Dave (Hollows), 

at the second water stop after he got lost and cut the course a bit and we had slowed down our pace so he could 

keep with us.   

 At this point I just wanted to finish and I almost didn’t care about time.  The last forty plus miles 

stretched before us and they were to be completed in the dark.  The rules stated that you had to start with a front 

and a rear light.  I had lost my rear light somewhere in the previous 158 miles and I had started with a light 

weight front light and staged a brighter one in my drop bag along with clear lens glasses, dry socks, and a jacket.  

It was good planning and everything worked out well except my brighter light.  The mount for my light was 

backwards and I was too tired to understand why, only realizing later that the vibrations had caused it to spin 

around and all I would have had to do was spin it back the other way.   

 The turn by turn directions became my constant companion.  I didn’t have a helmet light and therefore 

had to hold the directions in front of my bike while bumping along the gravel which prevented me from checking 

them while riding downhill as this situation was a bit precarious.  It was also too much of a pain to take them in 

and out of the map holder on my handlebars every time and I started stuffing them into my jersey hoping they 

wouldn’t fly away into the dark and leave us stranded.  The garmin batteries had all quit and we were all on our 

backup mileage solutions.   

 I made three navigational errors.  The first one cost us as I didn’t figure it out until we were a mile off 

course and had to backtrack.  We came across another lost rider on our way back onto course and turned her 

around.  She left us behind but came in after us, obviously making another wrong turn later in the night.  My 

second navigational error I made and corrected before we left the course and so wasn’t a big deal.  The descents 

were taken slow as we were never sure when a mud puddle would come up unexpectedly and I repeated to  
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myself what motorcycle class had taught me, “don’t overrun your lights”.  But as my light was so dim this would 

have really slowed my speed and I started using the lights of the riders in front.  I have always liked riding at 

night.  It is peaceful and narrows my focus to just what is in front.  My third navigational error came just at the 

end after we had entered Emporia.  I missed a turn and we were a block from where the course ran.  We stopped 

to argue.  Should we go back a few blocks as the rules required, reentering the course where we had lost it?  

Should we just ride one block over and get back on course as we had done the same mileage?  The second option 

won out, none of us were anywhere near a podium finish in any case.   

 I am not sure what I expected as we came in to the finish line.  At almost 1:30 AM wouldn’t everyone be 

in bed?  Surprisingly not!  They had spotlights in addition to lighting the finish chute and the barricades were 

lined with cheering people and TJ and I rolled across the finish together.  Our final time was 19 hours and 20 

minutes, one hour and forty minutes before the final cutoff time and among the 40% of finishers that stuck it out 

all day and all night and into the next morning.  The longest time and mileage I had ever completed at a stretch 

on a bicycle was complete though I am not confident on the actual mileage because of the detours.  I do have an 

estimate of the total walking mileage, between 10 and 15 miles, most of that muddy but some of it up hills too 

steep for my knees and tired legs.  I would do the event again.  Just maybe not during the worst conditions ever 

seen in their decade of dirty.  
  

5172 Stewart St 

Milton, FL 32570 

850-983-2488 

6103 Tippin Ave,Ste A 

Pensacola, FL 32504 

850-505-0092 www.trulyspokin.com 

32nd Annual Spaghetti 100 -- 7 November 2015 
Miccosukee Community Center 

13887 Moccasin Gap Rd, Miccosukee, FL 32309  
Ride starts at the Miccosukee Community Center and rides into the scenic backcountry of North Florida  
and South Georgia.  The road routes take riders through historic Thomasville and Boston in Georgia and 

through Monticello in Florida. The dirt routes are non-technical, following the beautiful canopied clay roads 
through the heart of classic Red Hills plantation country.  A delicious spaghetti dinner will be available  
when you return from your ride starting at 11:00am until 4:00 PM.  Routes are available to view and  

download online via Ride with GPS: http://ridewithgps.com/events/Spaghetti-100. 

 Fenner McConnell - Matt Wantz Ride, 17 October 2015 
Milton Community Center, 5629 Byrom Street, Milton, FL 32570 

The ride begins and finishes at the Milton Community Center.  100, 62, 40 and 18 mile options through  

the Blackwater State Forest.  A portion of the ride will be on the Blackwater State Heritage Trail (selected  

as one of Florida’s most scenic greenways).  The 100/62/40-mile routes include some challenging hills,  

while the 18 mile is entirely on the rails to trails.  All routes include rest stops, and well-marked course.   

Limited on route sag support will be available.  Entry fee $45.00 (by 9 Oct).  Proceeds benefit Big Brothers Big 

Sisters of Northwest Florida and Blackwater Heritage Trail Citizens Support Organization.   
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MOUNTAIN BIKE TIME TRIALS 

   The Off Road Time Trials will be held on third Sundays - November 15
th

 and December 20
th

 

at 9:00 AM.  They will be broken down into age groups similar to those for the road Time Trials.  The 

course is not known at the time of this publication but should be similar to last year's distance ~7.2 

miles.  To get to the starting point ride into the Ranger Camp trail head approximately .2 of a mile until 

you cross the sandy jeep road.  The starting point is the entrance back into the woods at that point.  This 

year’s course will be a modification of the course used last year.     

The rules for the Time Trial are as follows:  1. One single lap.  2. Stay on the course, NO cutting 

corners (this is for fun and it is run on the honor system -- also, we have planted hunters who are 

encouraged to bag riders who stray too far off course).  3. If you come upon an obstacle and it has a 

bypass or bailout point you can use it.  4. If you are caught on the trail by a faster rider you must yield 

to allow him/her to pass.  (We will make every effort to start the faster riders first.)  5.  Most important, 

mountain biking is inherently dangerous as we all know.  So if you encounter a rider who has crashed 

offer/render assistance to him/her.  Ride off only after you know they are OK. 

 

 

 Eight riders came out in July to challenge the clock for the 10 mile road time trial.  It started as a 

hot (91
o
) summer day.  Then the rain came, the temp dropped and the head wind going out increased.  The 

tail wind coming back also increased.  Not sure the riders thought it was a fair trade.  Mike Radford led 

the way.  The results were: 

Name       Age      Time  Mph          Name              Age      Time     Mph 
Michael Robards      43      31:51  18.8        Jim Conway   70      28:20     21.2 

Ryan McGreevy *      21      29:17     20.5        Rory Jones   59      36:31     16.4         

Chris Groat       49         DNF  N/A           Bill Hardie   53      27:52     21.5 

Will Price       47      28:01           21.4        Mike Radford      58      24:41     24.3 
*  Fixed gear 

          
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third Thursday Time Trial (Road) 
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Six riders came out in August to challenge the clock for the 10 mile road time trial.  It was a sunny 

day (88
o
).  There was a slight head wind going out and a slight tail wind coming back.  Mike Radford led 

the way.  The results were: 

Name       Age      Time  Mph          Name              Age      Time     Mph 
Mike Radford            58      23:15  25.8        Walt Mirth   48      24:44     24.3 

Michael Robards      43      28:41     20.9        Bill Hardie   53      26:36     22.6 

Camilo Rojas           34       26:08  23.0        Jim Adams   52      27:33     21.8 

           

          
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three riders came out in September to challenge the 10 mile road time trial.  It was a partly cloudy 

day (85
o
).  There was virtually no wind.  Mike Radford again led the way.  The results were: 

Name       Age      Time  Mph          Name              Age      Time     Mph 
Robb Rennie            61       27:05  22.2        Charlie Helms      55      25:48     23.3 

Mike Radford            58       23:16     25.8         

          
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date, Time Route 
Distance 

Group Meeting Location 
3 OCT, 0830 Ponce De Leon 48/56 

miles 
A, B 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community Center, located 
approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 and 90 junction.  This is a 48/56 mile 
intermediate to fast paced ride out to Ponce de Leon, Florida, and back to Mossy Head.  
Longer options are available (see ECC Website). 

10 OCT, 
0800 

Shalimar - Mossy 

Head 

63 miles 
A, B 

The Shalimar-Mossy Head route is a 63 mile (100 km) out-and-back ride to Mossy Head.  
Park at Rocco’s Sub Shop, 1191 Eglin Pkwy, Shalimar, Florida 32579 

17 OCT, 
0730 

Ruckel - Bob 

Sikes 

52 miles 
A, B 

Park at Ruckel Middle School, 201 Partin Dr., Niceville, FL.  This is a 52 mile intermediate 
to fast paced ride across Bob Sikes Road and back through Mossy Head.    

24 OCT, 
0700 

Sam's Century 100/62/48 
miles 

A, B, C 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community Center, located 
approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 and 90 junction.  Maps will be available on the 
ECC website.   

31 OCT, 
0700 

Freeport South 

Loop 

38/42/46 
miles 
A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return 
(38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 
miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20    (46 miles).  

7 NOV,  
0800 

Ponce De Leon 48/56 
miles 
A, B 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community Center, located 
approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 and 90 junction.  This is a 48/56 mile 
intermediate to fast paced ride out to Ponce de Leon, Florida, and back to Mossy Head.  
Longer options are available (see ECC Website). 

14 NOV, 
0730 

Red Bay Loop 47 miles 
A, B 

Park at the Freeport Regional Sports Complex at Hammock Bay.  Drive 1.5 miles south on 
Great Hammock Bend, make a left turn to Victory Blvd, drive ~half a mile, parking will be 
on your left near the baseball fields.  This is a 47 mile intermediate to fast paced ride.  
Longer options are available. 

21 NOV, 
0700 

Ruckel - Bob 

Sikes 

52 miles 
A, B 

Park at Ruckel Middle School, 201 Partin Dr., Niceville, FL.  This is a 52 mile intermediate 
to fast paced ride across Bob Sikes Road and back through Mossy Head.    

26 NOV, 
0800 

Thanksgiving Day 

Ride 

38/27/17 
miles 

A, B, C 

Meet at the parking area of Ranger Camp Rd for a 38 mile out and back or adjust your 
turnaround point for any mileage you desire.  Afterwards, you are cleared to eat whatever 
you want with no bad effects. 

28 NOV, 
0830 

Freeport South 

Loop 

38/42/46 
miles 
A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return 
(38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 
miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20    (46 miles).  

5 DEC,  
0830 

Ponce De Leon 48/56 
miles 
A, B 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community Center, located 
approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 and 90 junction.  This is a 48/56 mile 
intermediate to fast paced ride out to Ponce de Leon, Florida, and back to Mossy Head.  
Longer options are available (see ECC Website). 

12 DEC, 
0900 

Red Bay Loop 47 miles  
A, B 

Park at the Freeport Regional Sports Complex at Hammock Bay.  Drive 1.5 miles south on 
Great Hammock Bend, make a left turn to Victory Blvd, drive ~half a mile, parking will be 
on your left near the baseball fields.  This is a 47 mile intermediate to fast paced ride.  
Longer options are available. 

19 DEC, 
0800  

Freeport South 

Loop 

38/42/46 
miles 
A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return 
(38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 
miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20    (46 miles).  

26 DEC, 
0830 

Ruckel - Bob 

Sikes 

52 miles 
A, B 

Park at Ruckel Middle School, 201 Partin Dr., Niceville, FL.  This is a 52 mile intermediate 
to fast paced ride across Bob Sikes Road and back through Mossy Head.    

1 JAN, 0800, 
0900, 1100 

New Years Day 

Ride 

60/36/12 
miles 

A, B, C 

Start is at 336 Grove Park Drive, Niceville.  Rides depart at 8:00 AM, 9:00 AM and 11:00 
AM.  Distances include 60, 36 and 12 miles.  Join us for some fine food afterwards.  Please 
bring a favorite dish to share with other riders.  See article in this Paceline. 

2 JAN,  
0900 

Freeport South 

Loop 

38/42/46 
miles 
A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return 
(38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 
miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20    (46 miles).  

9 JAN,  
0900 

Red Bay Loop 47 miles  
A, B 

Park at the Freeport Regional Sports Complex at Hammock Bay.  Drive 1.5 miles south on 
Great Hammock Bend, make a left turn to Victory Blvd, drive ~half a mile, parking will be 
on your left near the baseball fields.  This is a 47 mile intermediate to fast paced ride.  
Longer options are available. 

PLEASE REMEMBER ALL 

RIDERS MUST WEAR A 

HELMET AND NO 

MUSIC DEVICES!!! 
 

Local Road Ride Scale 
 
Pace Group Speed (mph) 

Fast A 20+  

Intermediate B 16–18, No drop 

Moderate/Casual C 15 or less, No drop 
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Oct/Nov/Dec Ride Schedule 
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Emerald Coast Cyclists 
P.O. Box 592 

Niceville, FL 32588 

www.eccyclists.com 

  In Memory Of Sean Livesay  

“Most people never run far enough on their first wind to find out they’ve got a second.   

Give your dreams all you’ve got and you’ll be amazed at the energy that comes out of you.” 

--William James 
 

Every Saturday at 8:00 or 9:00 AM, there will be a ride from Truly Spokin’ in Milton, FL.  The ride starts at the bike 

trail.  Distances and speeds vary – with trips through the Blackwater Forest.  For more info, contact Mark Woolson at 

“trulyspokin.com” or call (850) 983-2488. 
 

Tuesday’s at 4:45 PM and 5:00 PM at Ranger Camp Road just off Lewis Turner Blvd.  The more moderate ride starts 

at 4:45 PM and the faster ride starts at 5:00 PM.  Distances range from 17 to 39 miles.  Make sure you have your Range 

Pass and a photo ID with you.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 
 

** Final Third Thursday Road Time Trial of 2015 – October 15
th

.  Meet at the beginning of Ranger Camp Road.  

The Time Trials will start roughly 1/3 mile beyond where the cars are parked and go to the top of 5-mile hill and reverse 

course to the start point (a total of 10 miles).  For details call John Stamp at 897-6862.  First rider departs promptly at 

5:01 PM.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 
 

** Third Sunday Off Road Time Trials – November 15
th

 and December 20
th

.  To get to the starting point, ride into 

the Ranger Camp trail head approximately .2 of a mile until you cross the sandy jeep road.  The starting point is the 

entrance back into the woods at that point.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 

 

  
 

 
 

More Rides!!  (Please note that the rides sponsored by the ECC are indicated by **) 

 
 

http://www.eccyclists.com/

